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Edmund B. Osbcrne House
Montgomery County, Iowa
Materials
other
Narrative Description

WOOD
________METAL____________

Positioned at the crest of East Hill (now known locally as Heritage Hill) looking west down Prospect Street, the Osborne
House is an especially imposing two-story, Neoclassical clapboard house with its two story pedimented portico supported
by four massive Ionic columns. The height and majesty associated with the Neoclassical variant of the Classical Revival
style is an architectural reference to classical temples and is further accentuated by: the raised brick foundation adding
visual height to the facade, the hipped roof receding behind the gabled roof of the massive pedimented portico, and the
paired sashes on both levels to each side of the porch providing the illusion of symmetry despite a two-story recessed
extension on the north end. Other distinctive classical features utilized on all facades of the house include the corner
boards with capital details abutting the entablature banding under the eaves and the crowned lintels on the first floor
windows, including the lintels connecting the paired sashes on the front facade. The large expanse of front lawn and the
long driveway and bowed sidewalk paralleling the north boundary of the property reinforce the formal impression of this
Classical Revival house and are visible in early published photographs of the property dating back at least to 1901.
The front facade faces west and is dominated by the two-story portico with a gabled roof and classical pediment with an
entablature supported by paired, fluted wood columns with metal Ionic capitals resting on top of a raised brick
porch/foundation. The pediment features a half round window and has a vergeboard cornice distinguished by dentils.
Under the eaves of the house and the portico, this same cornice and dentil treatment forms an entablature that also
serves as a continuous lintel for the second floor windows. The plinth-like sides to the porch steps span between the
inner set of columns and match the width of the entry and second floor balcony.
The entry has a wood paneled door with broad half-light sidelights with recessed wood panels below and the complete
entry is flanked by simple flat pilasters that give the illusion of support for the curved brackets under the second floor
balcony. Although the wood paneled door is a recent replacement it was carefully selected and the original sidelights
repositioned utilizing historic photos when the entry was rebuilt (it had been converted into a stationary window between
two doors in the 1938 renovation as part of the duplexing of the house). After this part of the renovation had been
completed, additional information provided by an old owner of the house pointed out that originally there had been two
narrow doors with half lights of beveled glass and side lights with leaded glass with recessed wood panels below (similar
in dimension and appearance to the current sidelights).
The small second floor porch that projects its balustrade over the main entry is a distinctive feature of many Neoclassical
houses built at the turn of the century, but in this instance, rather than the commonly used French doors, this balcony has
an elongated sash window centered between sash windows with a common lintel. The center window has a tall lower
sash and a short upper sash, an illusion of a transom window. The upper sashes of these three balcony windows are the
only original multipaned windows in the Osborne House, utilizing an elongated diamond-like muntin pattern.
The north facade is distinguished by the two story hipped roof extension that is positioned at the rear of this facade
behind the bow in the driveway that was used to accommodate the carriage stoop for the front door. On both the first and
second floor of each wall of the north side is a double hung sash window, forming three vertical bays with the sills of the
first floor windows getting progressively higher towards the rear of the house while the second floor window sills and all
of the lintels are at the same height. One of the house's two brick chimneys projects from the back slope of this hipped
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Edmund B. Osborne House
Montgomery County, Iowa
Narrative Description (continued)

roof extension. The cap of the chimney has been replaced with a round metal vent for one of the boiler systems although
the chimney does not appear to have been shortened much based upon historic photographs.
The south facade is more visible to the public due to the expanse of lawn to the south and its simplicity and symmetry are
characteristic of the Classical Revival style, drawing attention to the projecting portico. The simple clapboard walls
continue the same basic detailing as the other facades: the entablature banding, the projecting first floor lintels, and the
cornerboard treatments. The only distinctive features on the south facade are two windows on each floor, placed
symmetrically on the facade and directly in line each other.
The rear (east) facade loses the symmetry emphasized on the public vistas although the details mentioned above are
carried across this facade as well. Window and door placement are dictated more by function than symmetry, with sash
windows on both levels either side of the south chimney. This pair of windows on the first floor has leaded glass lights in
the lower sashes. Near the south end is a broad, tall, flat, red brick chimney that serves both the living room and master
bedroom fireplaces. The kitchen chimney, near the north end is both shorter and narrower, although both chimneys are
internal, not end wall chimneys.
Each end of the rear facade features a porch. The south porch, off the living room, is supported by square, tapered
columns with a railing between the support columns, brick piers, and simple wooden steps on the south side. Although
not original, the screening of this porch has been in place for many years and is less intrusive since the framing falls
inside the porch's railings. Photographic evidence revealed that the south porch is original to the house but originally had
a balustrade on the flat roof — a feature that was rebuilt during the most recent renovation when a shed roofed sleeping
porch enclosure was removed. The south porch's upper deck is accessible via a doorway on the second floor. The porch
on the north end of the rear facade serves the kitchen and is made with a clapboard halfwall above the brick piers and
simple square posts supporting the roof structure. The style indicates that it may have been added at a later date,
possibly during the 1938 renovation. It too has been screened, which is not original, but not intrusive. The balustrade on
the roof of the south porch was constructed during the recent renovation to replicate the north porch's design.
Interior features also distinguish this house as typical of the less elaborate variations of the classical aesthetic, utilizing
classical motifs, restraint in decorative detailing in comparison with the late Victorian styles, and colonial design features
- all strongly linked to the impact of the World's Colombian Exposition in 1893. The fluted columns on the open staircase
centered in the front entry hall and the swag and rosette pattern in the frieze of the entablature across the stairway
opening are both common Classical Revival decorative details. This same swag pattern is utilized on the cap trim over
the downstairs doorways and window lintels. The living room fireplace is flanked by paired Ionic columns which support
an overmantel decorated with a festoon. The staircase utilizes simple tapered column newel posts on square bases, as
well as turned balusters typical in both classical and colonial revival house designs. In addition, both the living room and
music room feature a simple curved cove molding. While the woodwork on the second floor is a simpler molded back
band and casing, the downstairs trim molding is the convex pilaster molding and three-part baseboard, both popular on
Classical Revival houses. Woodwork on both levels appear to have been painted originally (a feature that was popular in
the Classical Revival and Colonial Revival house designs at the turn of the century) and information from the house's
original painter, a Mr. Chapman, suggested that nine layers of paint had been applied to make the wood appear to be
actual enamel, a new feature unknown to Red Oak residents of that era.
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Edmund B. Osborne House
Montgomery County, Iowa
Narrative Description (continued)
The basic symmetry of the Classical Revival style is utilized on the floor plan with a central foyer and staircase flanked by
the living room on the south (that extends from the front to the back walls of the house) and by the music room on the
north. Behind the music room is the kitchen with the dining room connecting across the back of the house to the living
room. The only deviation from the basic symmetry in the first floor plan is the use of a small auxiliary hallway on the north
end of the staircase to connect the foyer with the dining room, but this actually helps visually balance the opening for the
stairway with a continuous entablature with matching flat pilasters at each end of the foyer that incorporates the stairway
as well as this hallway opening. This basic symmetry in the floor plan was continued on the second floor with a central
open sitting area between the stairway and the windows onto the front balcony.
At the time of its construction, it was noted that the house contained many modern innovations. Although they were not
specified, this generalization may refer to the hot water radiator heating system, the "enamel" woodwork, the closets, the
ceramic tile and porcelain bathroom fixtures, the enameled cast iron kitchen sink - all of which are still intact and in use.
!n 1916, the Hayes family (who owned the house from 1916 until the 1970s) finished the attic into additional living space
and added the eyebrow dormers on either side of the pedimented gable as well as eyebrow dormer on the north side and
the hipped dormers on the south and east (back) sides of the house. Given the rise of the lawn, from many angles, these
dormers are not noticeable and their symmetrical placement on the front of the house and on the south facade is in
keeping with its classical lines. Besides the finished walls and trim in the attic, the only interior alteration for this
renovation was the extension of the stairway up to the attic, which carefully replicated the features (newel posts,
balusters, and banister of the lower levels).
In 1938, the Hayes remodeled the interior into a duplex (so that Mrs. Hayes, then a widow, could have added income
from the rent), its condition when purchased by the current owner. The house was so sympathetically altered that most
people in Red Oak did not realize it had been duplexed. It was divided into two separate two-story units by replacing the
original front door and sidelights with a window unit that appeared to be a pair of multi-lighted doors with a recessed
wood panel in the lower half and with new doors carefully placed to each side so that they were obscured from public
view by the inside set of columns. Inside, a wall was constructed on the north side of the stairwell, utilizing what had
originally been the hallway to the dining room as the location of a new staircase. The old kitchen and dining rooms were
split to provide kitchen and dining rooms for each apartment. Careful attention to the woodwork carried the style of trim
onto the new walls. Other alterations made on the interior included removing the kitchen or maid's staircase, the division
of the heating system into two hot water radiator systems, the conversion of one back room upstairs into an additional
bathroom, and the refacing of the upstairs fireplace with glazed tile.
Most of the changes to this house have been on the interior or the rear facades with only minor alterations to the overall
appearance. Only three other visual alterations had been made recently to the exterior prior to 1995. A window air
conditioner has been added to the rear dormer to cool the attic. Recessed behind the house and not visible from the
street is the 2.5 car, clapboard detached garage which is noncontributing but is sympathetic in style, material and scale.
With the exception of the basement and kitchen porch, black anodized aluminum combination storm windows replaced
original wooden storm windows.
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Narrative Description (continued)
In 1995, the current owners completed an historic rehabilitation project to return the house to its original floorplan as a
single family dwelling. Great care was taken to determine the original configuration of walls and openings, utilizing both
physical evidence and information from the Hayes daughters whose memories included both pre- and post-duplexing.
With the exception of the front entry and some rear windows, most of the 1938 changes had been on the interior. The
interior staircase and entry hall were returned to their original configuration as was the second floor landing. Windows on
the rear of the house, interior walls and doorways that had been removed or closed-in were rebuilt as close to original
specifications as possible (marked on the floorplans on the accompanying "Continuation Sheets"). The dining room had
to be rebuilt but research helped locate the original doorways and even the doors were found on-site and rehung in their
original locations. The kitchen probably is not original to the house, but it pre-dates the 1938 renovation and has a wall of
simple, painted, wooden cabinets with single recessed panels amassed on the north wall with a central window and an
old cast iron sink. Newer vinyl flooring and ceramic countertops are the only recent renovations to the kitchen. In
reopening the staircase, the only alteration from the original was the addition of two steps from the lower landing leading
north into the hallway opening to the dining room. A small half-bath was added between the music room and kitchen. A
central air conditioning system was installed in the attic with ceiling vents into the second floor rooms. With only minor
exceptions, the appearance of the Osborne house today is the same, both inside and out, as it would have been in 1897
when the Osbornes moved into their new home, and the house is in much better condition that it has been for many
years.
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Edmund B. Osbome House
Montgomery County, Iowa
Narrative Statement of Significance
The Osborne House is significant both as an important example of the Neoclassical style in Red Oak and for its
association with Edmund B. Osbome. Only a handful of homes in Red Oak utilized the Neoclassical variation of the
Classical Revival style that was popularized by the World's Colombian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 and only the
Osbome House is designed with the impressive two-story pedimented portico relegated to more monumental examples
of the Neoclassical style. In addition, the home had been built for Edmund B. Osborne with the wealth he had acquired
as the inventor and co-developer of the art calendar industry and was used by the Osborne family until the growth of the
industry necessitated relocating the business to New Jersey in 1899, closer to the art center of the United States at that
time. Even today, the Osbome house is recognized locally both for its connection with Osborne and the development of
the art calendar industry as well as its important contribution to the residential character and architectural heritage of Red
Oak.
Red Oak had been founded in 1874 with the platting of the Burlington and Missouri Railroad route through the
Nishnabotna River valley below East Hill. East Hill in Red Oak, known today as Heritage Hill, became the location of
choice during the last quarter of the nineteenth century for most of the community's substantial citizens who built their
residences in a wide variety of popular styles facing west along Boundary and Eighth Streets to take advantage of the
view into the valley below. The Osbome House is situated at the crest of Heritage Hill so that vehicles coming to the top
end of Prospect Street, where it ends at Boundary Street, face the wide expanse of front lawn and look up onto the
imposing two-story facade of the Osbome House, giving it a monumental appearance despite its relatively modest size.
Its large lot and deep setback from the street are typical of the gracious and affluent character of Boundary Street, which
evokes images of reserved and stately lifestyles along the street that leads to Chautauqua Park and Pavilion and
especially appropriate for one of Red Oak's early industrial leaders.
Built in 1897, a mere four years after the World's Colombian Exposition in Chicago that sparked the revival in popularly
of classical styles in architecture, the Osborne House is significant as the most imposing Neoclassical structure in Red
Oak, even today. The long-time owner, Alice [Hayes] Reese attributed (unconfirmed) the design of this stately home to
Bell and Kent, an architectural firm active in Council Bluffs in 1897. Bell was later noted for the design of the Montana
and South Dakota state capitals. Although the architect has not been confirmed by other resources, the overall reliability
of Reese's memories as well as the importance that Edmund Osbome placed on the visual arts in his own business
provide additional credence to the idea that he had utilized an architect to design his home.
At the time of its construction, William A. Hardy, a local builder in Red Oak announced his contract with Osbome noting
in the local newspaper that the house would be in the "colonial style" with "ten rooms and all the modern improvements."
Although it has often been referred to as a Colonial Revival house in local literature because of its classical proportions,
hipped roof, symmetry, smooth surface, and paired windows, these same features are common to the Neoclassical style
as well. But, as in the Osborne House, the prominence of the full-height central portico with a classical pediment and
gabled roof supported by paired, massive Ionic columns and decorative entablature distinguish this structure as
Neoclassical in style. Other Neoclassical or Classical Revival features on the interior also distinguish this house: the
central foyer is especially noteworthy with its colonnaded stairway; the living room fireplace is distinguished by the paired
Ionic columns and festooned overmantel; and the swag and rosette pattern friezes and lintels are used as decorative
details on the first floor woodwork. These decorative elements help characterize this as a home of one of Red Oak's most
affluent citizens.
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Montgomery County, Iowa
Narrative Statement of Significance (continued)

In fact, this house is significant not only for its contribution to the architecture of Red Oak and the Heritage Hill
neighborhood, but it is also significant as the home of Edmund Burke Osborne, co-founder with Thomas D. Murphy of the
world's first art calendar factory. It is an appropriate edifice to serve as the residence of one of Red Oak's industrial
leaders. Even though his business quickly grew and he moved from Red Oak in 1899, only two years after finishing his
new home, the house is the best symbol of Edmund Osborne's success and contributions to Red Oak and this industry
nationwide.
Osborne and Murphy had attended Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa before starting in business together as the
publishers of the Montgomery County Independent (local Red Oak newspaper and printing business that Osborne had
inherited from his father in-law in 1887-88). It was Osborne who had the idea of publishing an artist's work of the
Montgomery County Courthouse, then under construction, as an illustration for a calendar to be sold to local business as
advertisements. In 1888, Osborne convinced Murphy that the concept of art calendars could be a profitable extension of
their printing business which was barely staying afloat. This first calendar proved quite successful and by 1891 Osborne
had developed this initial venture into an idea for reproducing pictures of old paintings by the half-tone process for
calendar designs that could be sold to a much broader audience, an idea that Murphy viewed with financial skepticism.
By 1895 , the Osborne and Murphy Company was quite successful because of Osborne's diligence and determination.
He developed successful strategies to sell the calendars first to businesses in rural areas of Colorado, then in Iowa,
Illinois, Tennessee, Arkansas and Missouri. He then successfully expanded operations into metropolitan areas in the
Midwest. Originally, the company's early work utilized black and white half-tones. He frequently made trips back East to
purchase copyrighted photographs for reproduction. When Osborne and Murphy adapted the new "three color process"
or colortype process to art calendars, it necessitated that they buy original art works so that they could control the
copyrights. Osborne sought out original artworks, convincing artists that this helped popularize their works as well as
helped create a better appreciation for the arts among the masses.
During this period, Murphy continued to handle the printing and processing aspects of the business but the two friends
decided to dissolve the partnership in 1895 with Murphy retaining the newspaper and Osborne the art calendar business.
In that year their company had reported sales of two to three million calendars and 94 employees in Red Oak. The
company changed its name to the Osborne Company, but the business expanded nationally so much that Osborne
decided to move his plant to Newark, New Jersey in 1899 where the business continued to grow until he had operations
in Chicago, New York, and Newark, becoming the largest commercial printer in the United States and the first to use the
new letterpress process. Even though his own business had left Red Oak, Osborne's influence continued when Murphy
organized his own art calendar business in 1900, after the expiration of the 5-year "no compete" clause dissolving their
partnership, a company which is still a major industry in Red Oak—all based on Osborne's original idea.
The Osborne and Murphy Company had originally been housed above the "old" post office in Red Oak, which still stands
today, but it is more closely associated with the postal sen/ice than the art calendar industry. Of the early structures
associated with the Osborne and Murphy calendar business, their homes are the best tangible symbols of their start in
business together, of their contribution to the community and to the printing business in the United States. Red Oak still
has several factory buildings standing for the later Thomas D. Murphy Company, but the two homes are their best legacy
of their early importance to the community. In fact, the Osborne House at 1020 Boundary and the Murphy House at 810
Corning Street, both in the Heritage Hill Neighborhood were built as a result of their initial success in the art calendar
business (Murphy's in 1895 and Osborne's in 1897). Since the exterior of the Murphy House was extensively remodeled
in the 1941 (no longer reflective of its early architectural and historical associations), only the Osborne House still retains
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Edmund B. Osborne House
Montgomery County, Iowa
Narrative Statement of Significance (continued)
much of its original architectural integrity and maintains its early visual associations to the actual success of the first art
calendar company in the United States. It also speaks to Osborne's individual contributions in inventing and developing
the idea of art calendars into a successful industry.
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Advertisement in Red Oak Sun (January 6.1899)
to promote the sale of the Osborne House

Edmund B. Osborne House
Montgomery County, Iowa
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THE COLONIAL RESIDENCE
of Edmund B. Osborne is for, sale for the reason that Mr. Osborne's
business interests compel his early removal from Red Oak. The
house is built in a most substantial manner, equipped complete
with the best modern improvements, and, with its spacious
grounds is one of the most beautiful and comfortable homes in
the city. The owner does not expect to realize anythfag like the
value or,cost of the property, but it
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regardless of sacrifice anoVjve offer a rare opportunity to secure
a very desirable property at rauch less than It would cost to build
it. Will sell on very favorable terms, or trade for city or farm
property.
HENRY & QIBSON, Sole Agents.
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Verbal Boundary Description

Lot no. 15 and the south 5 feet of lot no. 16 in Prospect Addition to the City of Red Oak.
Boundary Justification

These are the historic boundaries of the property which still retains its historic integrity as a distinct residential property.
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Photo Log
Photographer: Cherylee Giilispie
December 1995
Negative with property owners Cherylee and Jim Giilispie, 1020 Boundary Street, Red Oak, iowa
Photo #1: Exterior-Front Facade and Lawn from Boundary Street facing East
Photo #2: Exterior-North and Front (West) Facades facing Southeast
Photo #3: Exterior—South Facade facing East Southeast
Photo #4: Exterior-Rear (East) Facade with Garage in Foreground facing West Southwest
Photo #5: Interior-First Floor Entry Hall and Staircase facing Northeast
Photo #6: Interior-Living Room facing East

